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a b s t r a c t

This paper develops a mathematical framework that relies on modern social network analysis theories
for treating the nurse team formation and nurse scheduling (shift assignment) problems, accounting for
signed social connections. These problems lie in assigning nurses to teams/shifts such that the con-
straints regarding both the working regulations and nurses preferences are satisfied. Recent research
indicates the dependence of nursing team performance on team social structure; however, so far, the
social structure considerations have not been explicitly incorporated into the mathematical formulations
of the nurse scheduling problem. The presented framework introduces models that quantitatively exploit
such dependence. This paper explores instances of Nurse Team Formation Problem (NTFP) and Nurse
Scheduling Problem (NSP) incorporating signed social structure with the measures based on such
network structures as edges, full dyads, triplets, k-stars, balanced and unbalanced triangles, etc., in
directed, signed networks. The paper presents the integer programming formulations for NTFP and NSP,
and a problem-specific heuristic that performs variable-depth neighborhood search to tackle NTFP in-
stances with signed social structures. Computational results for a real-world problem instance with 20
nurses are reported. The insights obtained from the presented framework and future research directions
are discussed.

© 2016 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Nursing team performance is a key component to enhance the
quality of health care services [31] and directly affects patient (dis)
satisfaction. Several landmark Institute of Medicine studies indicate
that a better understanding of teamwork among nurses is primed
to help reduce medical errors and the associated patient morbidity
[12,27,28,40]. The challenge of assembling successful nursing teams
can be addressed by formulating a problem of grouping nurses or
assigning them to (sub)sets so as to optimize some outcome-
related objectives [65]. Nursing team formation is a special case
of Nurse Scheduling Problem (NSP) which is an imperative admin-
istrative activity in hospitals and most health care centers. NSP lies
in assigning nurses to shifts so that a set of constraints pertaining to
both the working regulations and nurses’ preferences are satisfied.

Nurse Team Formation Problem (NTFP) as well as NSP have
received attention from the operations research, management
rasat), anikolae@buffalo.edu
science and nursing communities over the past decade
[2,8,19,23,29,64]. However, despite the fact that the social structure
among nurses working in the same team plays an important role in
patient safety and quality of care, such consideration has not been
explicitly incorporated into mathematical models for NSP, primar-
ily due to the lack of quantitative means to do so [25,41,67].

Extending the authors’ methodological research of incorpo-
rating social structure in team formation formulations [25], this
paper addresses the challenge of considering signed social structure
measures in NSP and NTFP. Signed social structures encompass
positive and negative social relations among individuals in a
directed social network. The presented framework identifies ways
to quantify signed social structure by assessing the impact of each
nurse’s local network on their work-related outcome, and assigns
nurses to teams/shifts in a calculated way (see Fig. 1). For example,
such outcome can be the number of medical errors committed (self
reported or observed), it can be some job satisfaction indicator, the
frequency of conflicts at workplace, the rate of patient (dis)satis-
faction, etc. Rooted in theories developed in social sciences, the
presented framework allows one to expand the existing models for
NSP and NTFP by explicitly considering signed social structure. The
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Fig. 1. Given the social network of nurses, the presented framework investigates the methods of assigning the nurses to three teams/shifts in a calculated way, taking into account
the relations between the team members.
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class of Nurse Team Formation Problem explicitly incorporating
Social Structure (NTFP-SS) models highlights nurse team building
and scheduling strategies, and also, advances the emerging quan-
titative research of social theories and team outcomes in health
care [13,45,66].

In social network analysis, social relations are depicted as graphs
[4]; graph elementse called network structurese include edges, full
dyads, k-stars, and (un)directed triplets, among others. Theories of
balance, social exchange, structural holes, homophily, reciprocity,
transitivity and network evolution motivate the design of inter-
pretable network structure measures as functions of network
structures in Team Formation Problems considering Social Struc-
ture (TFP-SS): see Ref. [25] for more details of social network
analysis in team formation.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The data from a
real-world social network of nurses is laid out in Section 2. Section
3 reviews the existing team formation models based on Social
Network Analysis (SNA) and overviews the well-studied NSP. Sec-
tion 4 offers an overview of signed social structures which are
helpful to define relevant network structure measures in the NSP.
Section 5 provides a formal statement of a special-case, non-trivial
instance of NTFP-SS and NSP-SS and studies these instances in
details. Section 6 describes the LK-TFP algorithm implemented as a
tree search procedure to deal with NTFP-SS instances with signed
edges. Section 7 reports the results of solving TFP-SS instance of a
real signed directed network with 20 nurses working in a US health
care center. Section 8 concludes the paper and discusses future
research directions.
2. Social network data of the relationships between nurses of
one hospital department

Nursing teams, working with patients closer than any other
health care professionals, constitute a large part of the hospital
workforce. Consequences of mutual support acts, leadership, situ-
ation monitoring, and communication within nursing teams are
paramount for maintaining the high national standards of care and
personnel training [13]. Among these factors, mutual support,
defined as “adapting, modifying, and redistributing workflow re-
sponsibilities to balance and enhance all team members
performance” [12], makes a significant impact on the service level
of any inpatient nursing unit.

This study utilizes the data collected from 54 members of the
nursing staff working in a 160-bed hospital in the Northeastern
portion of the United States [5]. In order to collect these data,
fourteen research questions addressing the topics of mutual sup-
port, cooperation, caring attitudes, information exchange, among
others, were prepared. The researchers, as well as multiple nursing
staff members, contributed in prioritizing the research questions.
As a result, the survey questions informing us of the within-team
mutual support, emerged as the most crucial ones. In addition,
the survey solicited demographic information about the partici-
pating nurses, asking them about their age, gender, ethnicity, job
title/role, work hours, length of shift, years of experience on the
patient care unit and in current job role, number of working hours
eachweek, overtime in the last month, andmissedwork days in the
last month.

Two types of questions revealing the underlyingmutual support
social network among the nursing staff were used: (1) “How likely
is this person to meaningfully assist you during high workload
times?”, and (2) “How likely are you to assist this person during
high workload times? Among the 54 members of the nursing staff
eligible to participate in the study, 20 completed the survey (Fig. 2).
The first question informs us of a social network based on factual
information about assistance, reported by the persons receiving it -
this network is termed Real Network. The second question explores
the desire or perception of nurses towards helping their peers.
These expressed attitudes do not necessarily mean that the stated
help receivers actually feel the help or deem it significant e this
second extracted network is hence termed Perceived Network.

The Real Network is the onemore relevant to the purpose of this
paper, since it captures the mutual support that the receivers
acknowledge. The full Real Network consists of 54 nodes, with 20 of
those being active study participants (respondents). With no in-
formation available about the links between the 34 non-
respondents, for the purpose of the present study, a sub-network
of the Real Network (limited to the connections between the re-
spondents) is utilized in both the NTFP-SS and NSP-SS, presented
hereafter.



Fig. 2. The Social Network extracted from Question 1 considering all 54 nurses in the
survey.
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3. Problem background and relevant methodological work

The science of SNA encompasses a set of techniques ranging
from studying centrality measures [9] to building complex proba-
bilistic models [3,26,46,54,63] for building models of networks and
models on networks (see Ref. [62] for SNA motivation and position
statement). However, the main deficiency of the existing SNA tools
is that they mostly provides descriptive analyses, rather than pre-
scriptive insights [37]. The lack of models that could enable a
decision-maker to exploit social network information for optimal
decision making signifies the difficulty in handling such tasks, and
simultaneously, calls for filling this gap. Although the existing
works in the area of optimization and prediction are notable
[11,21,42,47,48,58], they have concentrated on small, highly con-
strained tasks and applications. Of such prescriptive efforts, the
models for finding subsets of influential individuals in networks
stand out [14,32,39].
3.1. SNA-based team formation models

There exist models that incorporate such network-based mea-
sures as network diameter, density, and centrality, into NTFP.
However, again, most such studies are descriptive and focus on
impacts of social relations, expressed by SNA measures, on team
performance [1,6,7,13,45,47]. Existing prescriptive models consid-
ering a team’s social network use little information captured in the
social network structure. Basic SNA concepts such as closeness,
diameter, and minimum spanning tree have been employed in
identifying a team of experts so as to minimize intra-team
communication costs [18,41,56], and in some cases, individual
member costs [36,38].

Reagans and Zuckerman analyzed the data of the social net-
works, organizational tenure, and productivity of 224 corporate
R&D teams to discover that both the internal network density and
team member heterogeneity increase team productivity [53].
Similarly, the analysis of 3911 pairs of collaborators in interdisci-
plinary research projects revealed that the barriers of distance or
interdisciplinarity in formed teams tend to dissolve with time [16].

Farasat and Nikolaev proposed a mathematical framework that
incorporates social structures of directed and undirected networks
to construct quantitative models of TSP-SS. They developed an
efficient heuristic based on Lin-Kernighan idea of variable depth
neighborhood search for small-, medium- and large-sized instances
with both real and randomly generated networks [25].

The presented NTFP formulation also shares similarities with
some other problems formulated in SNA, including works on
community detection [30,55], clique relaxation [52,61], and key
player analyses [10,50], among others. Community detection al-
gorithms can be viewed as descriptive counterparts to prescriptive
team (community) formation algorithms.

3.2. Specifics of the nurse scheduling problem

The NSP, also known as the Nurse Rostering Problem, is a
combinatorial optimization problem that lies in constructing an
optimal set of shift assignments for nursing staff for a given period
of time (e.g., one year) [60]. The resulting schedule has to meet the
demand for a given number of nurses with different skills on each
shift as well as satisfy working contracts, while being seen to be fair
by the staff concerned [2]. NSP is still an interesting research sub-
ject that is extensively considered to be a hard optimization prob-
lem to deal with [17]. Osogami and Imai have shown that the NSP is
NP-hard in general [51]. Therefore, a variety of techniques ranging
from traditional optimization methods to heuristic and meta-
heuristic algorithms have been developed to tackle this problem.

Millar and Kiragu employed graph optimization techniques (the
shortest path) to solve NSP with a cost function of scheduling [49].
Dowsland and Thompson combined a modern heuristic and two
classical integer programming models to provide a solution to a
NSP at a major UK hospital. They reported that neither a heuristic
nor an exact approach based on a standard IP package was able to
satisfy all the requirements [20]. Aickelina and Dowsland applied a
rectified Genetic Algorithm (GA) to a manpower-scheduling prob-
lem arising at a major UK hospital. Computational experiments
were also used based on 52 weeks of live data to evaluate the
performance of propose method [2]. A two-phase strategy was
proposed to address NSP where in the first phase, the workload
alongwith each day of theweek were assigned to each nurse and in
the second phase nurses are divided into the specific daily shifts.
Local optimization techniques for searching across combinations of
nurses partial schedules were also implemented [60].

In the NSP, the objective function is a key component of the
optimization problem. For instance, Jaumard, Semet and Vovor
proposed a multi-objective problem that considers cost, individual
nurse preference and care quality as the factors in the objective
functions, and then, developed an extended column generation
method to solve it [35]. A multi-objective NSP consisting of the
nurses preferences have been proposed. These preferences were
represented by fuzzy sets and aggregated to determine a total
preference cost function [22]. He and Qu developed an algorithm
based on constraint programming and column generation to
minimize a weighted sum of the penalties from all violations of
constraints [33]. Tsai and Li proposed a two-stage modeling with a
Genetic Algorithm which minimizes the incompatibility ratio be-
tween system-arranged and the staff-arranged schedules in the
first stage and minimizes the variance of the days that nurse staffs
have vacation on Sundays and holidays in the system-arranged
schedule in the second stage [59].

In most NSP variations, the objective function is defined as
minimizing the tangible costs, satisfying constraints or maximizing
nurses’ satisfactionwhile team outputs are not explicitly taken into
account. However, given the qualitative evidence of network effects
on team success, there is much value in conducting rigorous
quantitative research on team formation. This paper makes the first
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effort to introduce a comprehensive framework for NTFP and NSP,
based on social network analysis. The ability to quantify social
network structure is the key to this effort.

4. Quantification of the impact of signed social structures

In order to formulate an NTFP and a NSP that explicitly includes
team signed Social Structure (NTFP-SS, NSP-SS), such structure
should be quantified. Network structure measures (NSM) are the
essential tools used in the proposed framework to quantify social
structures using rigourous, closed-form functions in NTFP/NSP.
Earlier studies of the behavior of connected individuals sought for
social theories that could explain network formation mechanisms
[15,54,57]. Prior to establishing how these social network analysis
can be useful for explaining outcomes in NTFP, some definitions
and notation are in order.

Social scientists study the impact of connections between in-
dividuals on social network formation and on various network
processes. The social structure within networks is typically
expressed by network science theorists via the network structure
measure counts (see Fig. 3). Using the introduced notation, a full
dyad (also known as reciprocal tie), with nodes i and p is the
structure where eip ¼ 1 and epi ¼ 1. Similarly, in a directed graph, a
triplet of nodes i, j and k is a three-cycle whenever
eip ¼ epq ¼ eqi ¼ 1; in an undirected graph, such triplet is simply
called a triangle.

General network structure measures (NSMs) can be viewed as
capturing the properties of social network graphs. Importantly,
they reveal the underlying social theories that are at work on a
given network. For instance, the number of reciprocated ties re-
flects the tendency for reciprocity in a community [57].

Let ℱ lðNXj
ðviÞÞ, l2ℒ, denote the lth NSM in the local network of

node i in team j, where ℒ is the set of indices of network structure
types of interest to a researcher. For example, the number of edges
in a local network of node vi is found using the respective NSM as
ℱ edgeðNXj

ðviÞÞ ¼
P

p2Xj;psieip.

There are several theories related to social networks that may
explain relations between the social structure within a team and
the team’s work-related outcome. The theories related to the team
formation context encompass (1) structural balance, (2) social ex-
change, (3) homophily, (4) transitivity, (5) contagion, (6) network
evolution, and (7) structural holes theories (see Table 1 and [25] for
greater details of these theories and their respective NSMs).

Among the theories mentioned above, Structural Balance Theory
is especially relevant in the present context, as it deals with social
structures in signed networks. This theory explains the nature of
shifts in relationships (likes vs. dislikes), and is based on the
full dyad 2-in star 3 cycle2-out star
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+
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+
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Directed Network: 

Fig. 3. Examples of basic network structu
principles that “the enemy of my friend is my enemy” and “the
friend of my enemy is my enemy.” [43] present a part-extension
part-alternative to the Structural Balance Theory - the Theory of
Status, which interprets the meaning of signed links in directed
networks: according to this theory, a positive link implies that the
link creator perceives the recipient as having a higher status, while
a negative link signifies that the recipient has a lower status (see
Ref. [43] for details).

In this paper, the Structural Balance Theory is chosen as a pri-
mary basis for the quantification of signed network structure, since
it appears more fitting for describing the aspects of the pair-wise
interdependence in mutual support provision. As a side note, it is
worth mentioning that the presence of signed triplet-based struc-
tures in a network can be a consequence of other social theories as
well, e.g., that of Transitivity. The Balance Theory best quantifies the
presence of the situations of conflict or harmony between any three
individuals in a group or a team, through the count
ℱ signedtripleðNXj

ðviÞÞ ¼
P

p2Xj

P
q2Xj;qspeipepqeqi, in the NTFP-SS

notation.
The following section works to rigorously formulate the varia-

tions of NTFP and NSP considering the impact of social structures
on the aggregate performance of nursing teams.
5. NTFP-SS and NSP-SS formulation

The main objective of the NTFP-SS is to optimize an aggregate
measure of team performance, dependent on the social structure
within the formed teams. To this end, the presented NTFP-SS
framework expresses the team outcomes as a function of measur-
able within-team network effects. The next step is to construct a
function explicitly capturing the relation between NSMs and team
performance (e.g., from available data). In most real-world appli-
cations in nursing, data of prior individual performance of team
members is stored and can be accessed. Therefore, the performance
function PðXjÞ ¼ H ðNðXjÞðviÞÞ can be approximated using any gen-
eral parametric models and parameter estimation techniques (i.e.,
one can exploit machine learning techniques to do so).

Suppose that each nurse’s outcome is recorded, and also, the
information of their social network structure is available. For
illustrative purposes, assume that H ðXjÞ can be expressed as a
linear function of NSMs computed over each team member’s local
network (in team j). Although the linearity assumption may reduce
the accuracy of the model, as discussed, it offers a simple way to
aggregate social structures and estimate the overall work-related
outcome for team j,
transi ve triplet 2-mixed star 

-
-

-

-

alanced 

res in directed and signed networks.



Table 1
Social network analysis, Social structure and Unising Team outcome.

Social network analysis Impact on nursing team Social structures

Balance Unison and discord in team Three cycle, transitive triple, balanced structure
Social exchange Cooperation Full dyad
Homophily Individual’s attributes Ego-alter
Transitivity Information sharing in team Triangle, k-star, edge
Contagion Leadership k-star
Network evolution Individual’s attributes k-star, dyadic covariate, individual covariate
Structural holes Personal performance Triangle
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P
�
Xj
� ¼ Xnj

i¼1

X
l2ℒ

qlℱ l

�
NXj

ðviÞ
�
: (1)

Recall that the NSMs do allow one to focus on individual local
networks. In (1), ql is the weight quantifying the contribution of the
network structure, i.e., the strength of its corresponding theory,
represented by a corresponding NSM: each such weight should be
estimated using the available data. Thereafter, a NTFP-SS instance
can be formally stated.

Consider the problem of partitioning a group of N nurses
embedded in a signed social network, represented by graph
G ðV ; EÞ, into M teams/shifts so as to achieve the best outcomes
across all the teams. The NTFP-SS and NSP-SS encompass a variety
of models; specific problem instances are explored in this section.
5.1. A special case instance of NTFP-SS

The presented framework is designed to generate and treat
NTFP-SS models using NSMs. In order to investigate the tractability
of the resulting models, this section first considers a non-trivial
NTFP-SS Special case instance (NTFP-SSS). The NTFP-SSS is
defined on a signed, directed graph, representing a social network
of nurses with identical skills. The choice of network structure
types included for modeling NTFP-SSS is limited to edge, full dyad,
2-in star, 2-out star, balanced and unbalanced signed triangle, ℒ ¼
fedge; fulldyad; 2� instar; 2�
outstar; balanced=unbalanced triadg e these social structures are
most commonly used for the analyses of signed networks.

As stated, NTPS-SSS is a problem relevant for assembling pro-
fessional nursing teams, where a minimum level of expertise is
uniformly required of all team members. Such teams usually
complete tasks under stressful conditions, and the effectiveness of
Team 1
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Fig. 4. Three shifts/teams in the given social network.
workingwithin a team structure is more important in this case than
small differences in individual qualification.

In NTFP-SSS, the average outcome of teams is maximized based
on the individuals’ local networks, which is mathematically
equivalent to maximizing the sum of the outcomes over all the
teams,

max
XM
j¼1

P
�
Xj
�
: (2)

It should be noted that the local network of any given node
includes the node itself, its immediate neighbors and the links
between them all. To visualize a particular instance of NTFP-SSS,
consider a social network of 14 nurses in Fig. 4.

Quantifying the outcomes of four teams of size four amounts to
computing NSMs as illustrated in Table 2 for nodes in Team/shift 1.
It is worth emphasizing that NTFP-SSS with M teams to be formed
out of N individuals is NP-hard (see Ref. [25].

Since NTFP-SSS is NP-hard, one cannot expect to obtain an exact
algorithm to solve it in polynomial time. However, for small size
problems, an exact method can be designed to search for an
optimal solution. The next section presents an Integer Program-
ming (IP) formulation of NTFP-SSS.
5.2. An IP formulation of NTFP-SSS

Define a set of decision variables for NTFP-SSS:

yij ¼
�
1 if node i is assigned to team j for every i2ℐ and j2J ;
0 otherwise;

where ℐ ¼ f1;…;Ng and J ¼ f1;…;Mg. The objective function of
TFP-SSS is nonlinear since it includes the products of the decision
variables,

max
X
j¼1

M X
i¼1

N
0
@q1

X
p¼1

N

eipyijypj þ q2
X
p¼1

N ��eipepi��yijypj

þ q3
X
p¼1

N X
q¼1

N ��eipeiq��yijypjyqj þ q4
X
p¼1

N X
q¼1

N ��epieqi��yijypjyqj

þ q5
X
p¼1

N X
q¼1

N

eipepqeqiyijyojypjyqj

1
A: (3)

To linearize (3), variables zipqj and xipj are introduced to replace
the terms yijypjyqj and yijypj, respectively. An integer programming
formulation for the NTFP-SSS is given,



Table 2
Network structure measure values based on the connections between the nodes in Team 1.

Node No. edges No. full dyads No. 2-in stars No. 2-out stars No. balanced triads No. unbalanced

1 5 1 1 3 2 1
2 3 1 1 0 1 0
3 3 0 0 1 2 0
4 4 1 1 1 1 1
5 3 1 1 0 0 1
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max
X
j¼1

M X
i¼1

N
0
@q1

X
p¼1

N

eipxipj þ q2
X
p¼1

N ��eipepi��xipj þ q3
X
p¼1

N X
q¼1

N ��eipeiq��zipqj

þ q4
X
p¼1

N X
q¼1

N ��epieqi��zipqj þ q5
X
p¼1

N X
q¼1

N

eipepqeqizipqj

1
A;

(4)

s:t: :

X
i¼1

N

yij ¼ nj cj; (5)

X
j¼1

M

yij ¼ 1 ci; (6)

zipqj � yij þ ypj þ yqj � 2 ci; p; q; j; psq; (7)

zipqj �
yij þ ypj þ yqj

3
ci; p; q; j; psq; (8)

xipj � yij þ ypj � 1 c i; p; j; (9)

xipj �
yij þ ypj

2
ci; p; j; (10)

yij; xipj; zipqj2f0;1g;

where ql, l2ℒ, and eip2f�1;1g are known parameters and
p; q2ℐ . The constraints in (5) ensure that team j, j ¼ 1;…;M, has
exactly nj members (alternatively, these equality constraints can be
replaced by upper bound constraints). The constraints in (6) ensure
that no individual is assigned to more than one team. The con-
straints in (7)e(10) are needed to linearize the model. It is worth
mentioning that ql,cl, can be positive or negative depending on the
impact of the corresponding NSM on the team performance. If one
assumes that all ql � 0, cl, then constraints (7) and (10) are un-
necessary because by maximizing the objective function, zipqj and
xipj will try to become 1 when possible. Finally, all the decision
variables are required to be binary. Note that the NTFP-SS instances
with directed and signed networks have similar IP formulations to
that of NTFP-SSS.

5.3. An IP formulation of NSP-SSS

NSP-SS is a special case of NTFP-SS where a set of constraints in
addition to the TFP-SSS assumptions discussed above must be
taken into account. These constraints are divided into two cate-
gories, namely hard constraints related to the hospital and work
regulations, and soft constraints reflecting nurses’ preferences. In
order to explore the tractability of NSP-SS instances, an IP
formulation of a non-trivial NSP-SS Special case instance (NSP-SSS)
is presented in this section.

Define a set of decision variables for NSP-SSS:

yijd ¼

8><
>:
1 if node i is assigned to shift j on day d for every i2ℐ ;

j2J ; and d2D

0 otherwise;

where ℐ ¼ f1;…;Ng, J ¼ f1;…;Mg (M indicates the number of
shifts per day) and D ¼ f1;…;Dg is the set of working days in a
year. The objective function of NSP-SSS is nonlinear similar to that
of NTFP-SSS,

max
X
d¼1

D X
j¼1

M X
i¼1

N
0
@q1

X
p¼1

N

eipyijdypjd þ q2
X
p¼1

N ��eipepi��yijdypjd

þ q3
X
p¼1

N X
q¼1

N ��eipeiq��yijdypjdyqjd þ q4
X
p¼1

N X
q¼1

N ��epieqi��yijdypjdyqjd

þ q5
X
p¼1

N X
q¼1

N

eipepqeqiyijdyojdypjdyqjd

1
A:

(11)

To linearize (3), variables zipqjd and xipjd are introduced to replace
the terms yijdypjdyqjd and yijdypjd, respectively. An integer pro-
gramming formulation for the NSP-SSS is as follows,

max
X
d¼1

D X
j¼1

M X
i¼1

N
0
@q1

X
p¼1

N

eipxipjd þ q2
X
p¼1

N ��eipepi��xipjd

þ q3
X
p¼1

N X
q¼1

N ��eipeiq��zipqjd þ q4
X
p¼1

N X
q¼1

N ��epieqi��zipqjd

þ q5
X
p¼1

N X
q¼1

N

eipepqeqizipqjd

1
A; (12)

s:t: :

X
i¼1

N

yijd � njd cj and d; (13)

X
j¼1

M

yijd ¼ 1 c i and d; (14)

L � h
X
d¼k

kþ7
yijd � H c i and j; (15)
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Fig. 5. l-move for l ¼ 2,3,4 and 5.

Fig. 6. The network of 20 nurses working in different shifts with positive (green) and
negative (red) links. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend,
the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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X
d¼1

D

yijd � N c i and j ¼ night shift; (16)

yiMd þ yi1dþ1 ¼ 1 c i and d; (17)

X
i¼1

N

silyijd � Uljd c l ; j and d; (18)

zipqjd � yijd þ ypjd þ yqjd � 2 c i; p; q; j; psq; (19)

zipqjd � yijd þ ypjd þ yqjd
3

c i; p; q; j; psq; (20)

xipjd � yijd þ ypjd � 1 c i; p; j; (21)

xipjd � yijd þ ypjd
2

c i; p; j; (22)

yijd; xipjd; zipqjd2f0;1g;

where ql, l2ℒ, eip2f�1;1g, fnjd;h; L;H;Ng2Zþ are known pa-
rameters and p; q2ℐ . The constraints in (13) ensure that shift j,
j ¼ 1;…;M, has the minimum required number of nurses, njd, each
day (alternatively, these inequality constraints can be replaced by
equality constraints). The constraints in (14) ensure that no nurses
is assigned to more than one shift per day. Constrains in (15)
indicate minimum and maximum number of hours that each
nurse can work per week. The maximum number of night shift is
determined by constraints in (16). Constraints in (17) guarantee
that a nurse is not assigned into two consecutive shifts in two
days. Constraints in (18) are useful when a number of nurses with
special skills Uljd in shift j on day d are required. Let sil ¼ 1ð0Þ
denote if nurse i has skill l. The constraints in (19)e(22) are
needed to linearize the model. Finally, all the decision variables
need to be binary.

6. Variable depth neighborhood search algorithm for NTFP-SS

An efficient algorithm for dealing with NTFP-SS instances,
called LK-TFP is used to solve the harder NTFP instances in this
section. The details of the LK-TFP algorithm are described in
Refs. [25]; however, a short overview is in order. The idea of LK-
TFP is based on variable depth neighborhood search which is
well recognized for its achievements in treating Traveling
Salesman Problem (TSP). Originally proposed by Lin and Ker-
nighan [44], the idea was revised and implemented in a remark-
ably effective heuristic LKH for symmetric TSP by Ref. [34]. LKH
algorithm utilizes l-opt sequential moves, where in each step, l
links in the network representing the current solution are
replaced by other l links [34].

In LK-TFP, one feasible solution is within l-move from another if
such a move improves the objective function value by exchanging l

nurses from different teams/shifts (similar to replacing l links in
TSP); see examples in Fig. 5 which shows different l-moves.

The idea of a branching algorithm for NTFP-SS is to construct a
tree of solutions to be traversed. The solutions at the branches of
the tree are obtained by executing l-moves. LK-TFP searches the
tree to arrive at such a transitive solution that improves the
objective function, signifying the completion of a current sequen-
tial move. LK-TFP accelerates the search process by identifying good
branches of the tree and avoiding to visit too many non-improving
solutions.

In the computational experiments presented in this paper, LK-
TFP was implemented with the depth first tree search strategy,
thus benefitting from more efficient memory usage: see the
pseudocode of Algorithms 1 and 2. The complexity of LK-TFP is the
same as that of the original LKH algorithm, with respect to the
number of improving steps. However, there is a difference in the
time required to evaluate the LK-TFP objective function, compared
to that of the original LKH. A direct implementation re-computes
the objective function using Oðn3Þ operations: this effort is spent
mainly in re-counting the most complex network structure mea-
sures in a graph (e.g., in calculating the number of transitive
triplets).
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In the presented version, LK-TFPwas found to be very efficient in
solving NTFP-SS instances.
7. Computational results with signed directed social
networks

This section explores the performance of LK-TFP on a real signed
directed network of 20 nurses working in a US health care center.
This NTFP-SSS instance is solved by both IP (using CPLEX) and LK-
TFP (implemented in JAVA). The experiments were performed us-
ing a desktop with Intel(R) Core(TM)i5 3 GHz processor, 8 GB RAM
and 64 bit operating system. Overall, LK-TFP was run at least 30
times for each instance to explore the variability of the results over
Table 3
Simulation Results of the Heuristic Algorithm and CPLEX runs across Nurses’ assistantsh

No. of teams Optimum LK-FTP solution C

Min Ave. Max

3 NA 371 384.5 398 2
4 NA 213 225.3 234 1
5 NA 135 144.05 153 1
different initial conditions, and thus, gauge the robustness of the
algorithm. CPLEX is only able to solve small size problems (and it
takes considerable amount of time) but for larger problems more
memory is required. NTFP-SSS in signed networks deals with the
situation that certain nurses may prefer not to be assigned to the
same team with particular peers. In signed networks, some of the
social structures are avoided in a team. For instance, unbalanced
signed triangle structures or edges with negative signs in teams are
undesirable; hence, the NTFP-SS objective function includes a
respective negative term (see (12)). The performance of LK-TFP on a
NTFP-SS instance with a real signed directed network of 20 nurses
working in a US health care center [24] is reported in this section. In
the social network between the nurses, presented in Fig. 6, a
ip network.

PLEX solution LK-TFP time (s) CPLEX time (s)

Min Ave. Max

95 2 29.5 75 184,740
94 1 19.6 43 288,780
42 0.01 15.05 35 343,020



Fig. 7. The network of 20 nurses split into three teams considering positive (green) and negative (red) links. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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positive directed link X/Y (from X to Y) signifies that Y thinks that
X is likely or very likely to help her/him in high workload times. On
the contrary, a negative directed link X/Y specifies that Y believes
that X is unlikely or very unlikely to assist her/him in high workload
times.

The results of various runs of LK-TFP across nurses’ social
network are summarized in Table 3. Fig. 7 depicts the network with
Fig. 8. The network of 20 nurses split into four teams considering positive (green) and nega
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
3 teams obtained from LK-TFP algorithm.
Teams obtained by solving NTFP-SSS using LKF-TFP are guar-

anteed to have a better social relations which leads to increase the
quality of heath-care services. In addition, the results confirm that
LK-TFP is a robust algorithm for NTFP-SS instances with signed
networks.

The nurses’ network with four team is illustrated in Fig. 8. Fig. 9
tive (red) links. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the



Fig. 9. The network of 20 nurses split into five teams considering positive (green) and negative (red) links. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the
reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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shows the network where the nurses are assigned to five teams.
The LK-TFP run time is slightly higher for signed networks

compared to unsigned networks due to the extra computational
cost of counting the number of balanced and unbalanced struc-
tures. Note that the presented NTFP-SS framework can enhance the
utility of NSP-SS, as it accounts for the potential conflicts between
nurses that can affect their performance across different shifts.
However, LK-TFP should be modified to be more efficiently
employed for NSP-SS due to extra constraints that NSP-SS offers.
8. Conclusion and discussion

This paper introduces a mathematical framework which
explicitly includes signed social structure in treating nursing Team
Formation and shift assignment in the Nurse Scheduling Problem.
The presented framework offers models that quantitatively employ
the underlying network structure in team member communities.
This framework highlights the relationship between signed social
structures and social network analysis, and explore how to quantify
social structure using information provided by the underlying
graph.

In order to evaluate team performance, network structure
measures quantifying both social relations and individual attributes
are provided. The paper studies TFP-SS and NSP-SS instances with
measures based on network structures as edges, full dyads, 2-
in(out) star, balanced and unbalanced signed triangles.

For a proven NP-Hard instance of NTFP-SS and NSP-SS, called
TFP-SSS and NSP-SSS respectively, integer programming formula-
tions are presented for exact solution computation. In order to
tackle problem instances based on NTFP-SS, an efficient LK-NTFP
heuristic based on variable depth neighborhood search is devel-
oped for a real network of 20 nurses. This paper describes the
resulting LK-TFP heuristic as a tree search, and explains the roots of
its efficiency, confirmed by computational results.

Assigning nurses to working shifts based on NTFP-SS and NSP-
SS not only prevents conflicts between team members but
reduces also indirect costs of medical error. The NSP can be viewed
as amulti-objective optimization problemwhereminimizing direct
costs of shift assignment, maximizing nurses’ preferences and
maximizing teams’ performance based on social structures are
objectives of interest.

While this paper demonstrates the advantages of the presented
framework to prescriptively implement SNA theories in NTFP, some
potential directions for further improvement exist. While the
framework is able to generate a range of models for NTFP based on
social structures, the question of selecting the best model for a
given application deserves more attention. Also, this paper avoided
an extended discussion on estimating the function relating NSMs
and observed team outcomes: this issue can be addressed in the
future.

Additionally, LK-TFP can be developed, tested and implemented
to address other, similar problems, e.g., clique relaxation problems.
In particular, further adaptation of LK-TFP is required to adapt it to
the fully constrained instances of NSP. Since NTFP-SS presents
computationally challenging problem instances, other optimization
algorithms can be designed for treating NTFP-SS models; exact
methods are of particular interest.

Finally, the presented framework’s ideas can be extended to
problems beyond the team formation problem. Network clustering,
information influence, community detection, and scheduling (e.g.,
of work shifts) problems are especially promising.
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